
How to build prevention into your fair lending program
There are simple things that every lending institution can do to prevent discrimination.  
We have taken our loan lifecycle of fair lending risks and given you the top three things  

you can do for each risk to help prevent discrimination at your institution.

1.  Develop formal application procedures
2.  Train lenders to ensure they are not 

discouraging applications
3.  Monitor denial rates for all loan 

officers – a lender never denying an 
application should raise a red flag

1.  Have written standards and qualifications for each loan product
2.  Ensure add-on products are not being sold at higher rates to 

prohibited basis groups
3.  Monitor government guaranteed home loan origination rates to 

ensure people are not steered into these products when they 
qualified for lower cost traditional financing

1.  Ensure underwriting 
guidelines are clear and 
free of guesswork 

2.  Train lenders on 
the proper way to 
underwrite a loan based 
on your procedures – 
don’t assume because 
they are experienced 
that they know how your 
institution makes loans

3.  Establish a culture 
of following policy 
guidelines and  
minimizing exceptions

1.  Establish clear pricing guidelines, 
either through an interest 
rate sheet, pricing matrix, or 
automated pricing model

2.  Build pricing deviations into 
the pricing model – e.g., if you 
want to give rate reductions for 
a deposit account or autopay, 
build that right into your model

3.  Establish a culture of following 
pricing guidelines and minimize 
policy deviations

1.  Establish secondary approval processes for all 
underwriting and pricing policy exceptions 

2.  Track all exceptions on a tracking log
3.  Periodically analyze exceptions looking for 

exception rates and branch and lender trends 
of exceptions to any prohibited basis groups

1.  Conduct secondary 
reviews of denied files to 
ensure fair credit decisions

2.  Monitor denial rates for 
evidence of loan officers 
discouraging applications

3.  Review denial trends to 
ensure that prohibited 
basis groups are not 
denied at higher rates than 
other applicant groups

1.  Ensure compliance 
professionals 
are reviewing all 
marketing materials 
prior to publishing

2.  Understand all social 
media and paid 
marketing campaigns 
to ensure they are 
free of targeted 
marketing on a 
prohibited basis

3.  Put a social media 
policy in-place, and 
set expectations for 
ALL employees on 
acceptable online 
behavior

Redlining Risk
1.  Conduct a branch analysis to determine if your physical locations are in and around high minority areas of your communities
2.  Consider plotting applications and loans on a map to ensure you are not avoiding higher minority areas for any loan types
3.  Review marketing campaigns to ensure that they are including all parts of your market area, especially higher minority areas

Check out our Fair Lending Expert Certification Program 
Contact: support@tcuniversity.us  |  tcuniversity.us


